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Языковые средства выражения иронии в художественном 

фильме 
 

Значение иронии в кинематографе очень велико. Её способность 

воздействовать на человека превращает данный лингвистический 

феномен в неотъемлемую черту кинематографических произведений 

любого жанра. Сочетание в фильмах и мультфильмах оптических и 

акустических элементов с вербальным компонентом усиливает 

эффект влияния иронического смысла на массовую аудиторию. 

 

Language Means of Expressing Irony in Feature Films 
 

The world of modern art is based on humor: literary works, poetry, 

songs, scenarios for films and cartoons have a lot of comic elements. 

Modern film-makers and screenwriters use jokes in their films to show 

social injustice with humor and to attract the audience.  

Irony is one of the most popular things in creation of comic sense in 

cinematography. It is used in films of different genres. However, there is a 

term which includes all the genres existing in cinema and describes the 

main field of ironic influence in cinematography. It is called feature film 

or fictional film, or also narrative film.  

The Encyclopedic dictionary of S. I. Jutkevich defines it as a work of 

cinematography with a plot represented in scenario and interpreted by a 

film-maker. It is worth noting that a plot is made not only by directors but 

also by actors, staff and special effects.  

In the narrow sense, feature film or fictional film, or narrative film is 

a film that tells a fictional or fictionalized story, event or narrative. The 

aim of this type of films is to make the audience believe that the unfolding 

fiction is real or taken from real life.  

In the wide sense, feature film is a result of art work of any genres. It 

can include different elements created for convincing people that all the 
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actions are sincere. This aim can be reached by using actors’ play, 

computer effects or even means of animation (in animated films or 

cartoons).  

There are a lot of ways to create irony in cinematography, but all of 

them are based on the work with three main components influencing the 

audience – words, image and music. All of them can express irony. 

As a linguistic and cultural phenomenon the irony can be defined as 

means expressing skepticism or mockery, superiority or condescension. 

Due to the irony we can oppose literal meaning of words and expressions 

to their real meanings. 

Speaking about irony in movies, the linguists consider it to be a 

combination of language and non-language means expressing the author’s 

idea. We consider some of them with the example of the animated feature 

film «Frozen» in its French version «La Reine des Neiges». All the 

quotations are taken from the web sites with subtitles and scripts of the 

animated film in its French and English versions [6], [7]. 

There are 4 language levels and their units: phonetic level 

(phonemes), morphological level (morphemes), lexical level (words), 

syntactic level (expressions and sentences). A number of scientists believe 

that there is also stylistic level (tropes). This level is realized not only 

within a word, an expression or a sentence, but even within a whole text.  

Irony can be based on all of these levels. According to phonetics this 

phenomenon is provided by different sounds and exclamations with 

comical meanings which are indentified by the situation or context; it also 

can be represented by change of intonation, speech tempo, ton, accent and 

pausing.  

For example, in the considered animated film, Oaken, the owner of 

Wandering Oaken's Trading Post and Sauna, is German. Screenwriters 

added a German accent to the speech of this character to show his 

nationality (there is no nasalization of vowels, «r» isn’t pronounced in the 

French manner etc – these things are not typical for the French language 

and the French pronunciation): «Ce sera dans notre section «hiver» / 

«That would be in our winter department». At the end of his speech there 

is also a typical thing for the Germans – the question «Ja?». 

Different pauses can characterize awkwardness of a situation: «C’est  

bizarre... ce n’est pas vous qui est bizarre, c’est nous, enfin... c’est moi... 

Vous, vous êtes beau…j’ai dit quoi?» / «This is awkward… Not «You’re 

awkward», but just because we’re… I’m awkward… You’re gorgeous. 

Wait, what?». 
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In cinema irony is often represented in the speech of a character 

when he or she stutters pronouncing words with syllabification, or 

interchanges morphemes in a word: «Me preparer pour quoi? – Pour le 

couronnement de votre sœur, madame. – Le cournement... de ma sœur?..» 

/ «Ready for what? – Your sister’s coronation, ma’am. – My sister’s 

corneration?».  

According to lexicology there are 2 types of irony connected with the 

sense of words: closed and opened. The first type is not often used in 

animated films. Closed irony cannot be noticed at once. It becomes 

understandable after character’s response to the idea. But in animated 

films it is difficult to use this type of irony because children have to 

understand the idea immediately after watching an episode. Sometimes 

screenwriters use the closed irony with explication of their ideas: «Vous, 

un monstre aussi? – Non, je suis une  femme un peu plus ordinaire. – Oui, 

très ordinaire. Mmm, dans le bon sens du terme» / «You! Are you a 

monster, too? – No, no. I’m completely ordinary. – That’s right. She is… 

in the best way».  

The opened irony is a type of irony where we can see comic sense 

immediately without thinking about the idea: «Pourquoi il faut que je 

porte ces habilles? – Parce que la princesse a atteint l’âge d’être reine. 

C’est le jour de son couronnement. – Et alors, c’est pas ma faute!» / «Why 

do I have to wear this? – Because the queen has come of age. It’s 

Coronation Day! – That’s not my fault! ». 

There is also an antithesis, which is a figure of speech involving a 

seeming contradiction of ideas: «Vous avez failli me brûler! – Mais je ne 

l’ai pas fait! » / «You almost set me on fire! – But I didn’t». 

Screenwriters also use consonance of words to create ironic context. 

These words have similar pronunciation, but different meanings which can 

be opposite to each other. For example, they changed the name of the 

Duke to show a negative association with him and to show the audience 

that he is not a good character: «Le duc de Vicieuxton... – Vicelton! Le duc 

de Vicelton!» (in English version «The Duke of Weaseltown… - Weselton! 

The Duke of Weselton!»). «Vicieux» means «Weasel» that is a person who 

is guileful, artful and dishonest. So is this character. 

There is also an opposition between the imaginary picture and the 

real one: «J’ai tellement hate de voir la reine et la princesse. Je suis sûr 

qu’elles sont adorables ! – Moi, je parie qu’elles sont très belles!» / «Oh ! 

Me sore eyes can’t wait to see the queen and the princess. I bet they are 

absolutely lovely. – I bet they are beautiful! » (at the same time on the 
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screen there is a «beautiful» princess: in her bed, unwashed, uncombed 

and snoring). 

According to syntax the irony exists in expressions and sentences 

which have comic sense. The most effective type of syntax used in 

cinematography is communicative syntax. It defines the irony as a comic 

effect made by using different types of sentences – narrative, interrogative 

and exclamatory; it also includes rhetorical questions. 

V. M. Pivoev gave the definition to the irony represented by 

rhetorical questions and addresses – rhetorical irony. This type of irony 

does not have an addressee and, at the same time, it addresses the 

audience. The character seems to speak to himself or herself, and it creates 

irony: «Arendelle, le plus mystérieux de nos partenaires commerciaux. 

Ouvrez ces portes, que je puisse percer vos secrets et exploiter vos 

richesses. Ai-je parlé à haute voix?» / «Arendelle, our most mysterious 

trade partner. Open those gates so I may unlock your secrets and exploit 

your riches. Did I say that out loud?». 

According to stylistics, the irony is a special meaning of the word, 

expression, sentence or a whole text. There are a lot of figures expressing 

the irony. The most frequent of them are metaphors and parodies. For 

example, Kristoff Bjorgman, one of the main characters of this animated 

feature film, speaks with his friend reindeer Sven. He parodies Sven 

changing intonation, mimicry and gestures: K: «Bien sûr que je n’ai plus 

d’envie de l’aider... / S: Mais, elle mourra toute seule! / К: Ça m’est 

égale! / S: Mais si elle meurt, tu ne verras jamais la couleur de ton 

nouveau traîneau! / K: Tu me assois par moments...» / K : Of course I 

don’t want to help her anymore... / S : She’ll die on her own! / K : I can 

live with that. / S: But you won’t get your new sled if she’s dead! / K: 

Sometimes I really don’t like you». 

As for metaphors, there are a lot of them in the texts of this animated 

film (dialogues, monologues and texts of songs): L’amour est un cadeau 

(in English version: «Love is an open door»); Je peux quitter ma tour 

d'ivoire (in English version: «A chance to change my lonely world» - this 

is the sense of the line from the French song). 

Different language means can create the irony in cinematography. 

The received results are represented in the diagram (pic. 1): 
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Language Means Percentage  

Morphologic  12% 

Lexical  17% 

Stylistic 17% 

Phonetic 25% 

Syntactic  29% 
Table 1. Language Means of Expressing Irony 

 

In conclusion, it should be mentioned that the irony plays a very big 

part in modern cinematography. Among the most frequent language means 

of expressing the irony there are phonetic and syntactic ones. Lexical and 

stylistic means are also used to create comic sense. Morphological means 

are less popular. It is worth saying that the irony in films and animated 

films is based on three main components (verbal, audio and visual) which 

intensify the influence of the irony on the audience and simplify the 

understanding of the comic sense.  
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